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1.0

OBJECTIVES

On going through this unit you should be able to:
outline evolutionary processes in societies and social stratification;
discuss its organizing principles: status, wealth and power;
describe social stratification in India: caste and class;
distinguish concepts and theories of social stratification, and
describe social stratificationand social change.

1.1

INTRODUCTION

Social stratification is a process through which groups and social categories in societies
are ranked as higher or lower to one another in terms of their relative position on the
scales 9f prestige, privileges, wealth and power. A distinction could be made between the
criteria which place emphasis upon the ascribed or innate qualities with which the strata
are relatively endowed and those which are acquired by the strata though their own
achievement. Ascription and achievement are, therefore, two types of scales which
generally define the normative principles which work as determinants of social
stratification in all societies.

-
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Social stratification is also historical process. It emerged as a social instirution of societies
at a certain level of social evolution and social development. The hunting and food
gathering societies had individual levels of social differentiation, for exanlple, a top-hunter
or shaman acquired higher status due to his personal qualities or skills wh~chsociety
considered to be mystical or divine in origin; or differentiation could be in terms of age
and sex of the members of the society. But owing to the limits on the popu1;ition growth
due io less developed prod~lctiontechnologies and precarious and often nomadic nature of
these societies, their social structure was quite sinlple endowed as it was with elenlentary
skills anlong people for conuounication (linuted language vocabulary), sinlple
technologies, elementary forms of belief systems, and rules of social control such societies
did not produce any produce any substantial econo~nicsurpluses and accunlnlation of
wealth for any member was in~possible.Such sinlpler societies did have social
differentiation, but were withold the institution of social stratification.

1.2

THE EVOLUTIONARY PROCESS

Social stratification as a institution evolved when the technologies of production under
went basic changes. Innovations of animal husbandry and agriculh~renecessitated more
complex technologies and settled forms of community life. These economies also began to
generate economic surpluses and accumulation of wealth either in the form of cattle or
food gmins. With assured food resources populatioi~began to grow as never before and
barter and exchange, or commodities began to take place on a larger scale. In course of
time. tools of exchange were invented which could reflect values of conunodities in a
growth of sections of societies who had more control on wealth and power. with
development of relatively complex technologies and division of labour, not only
specialized groups emerged but a division between the rural and urban centres also cane
into existence in course of time. The complexity of social structure ~lecessit~rted
nore
elaborate institutions of social control over the emerging new social realities. such as
institutionalizedform of religion, strata of functionaries specialized into diflere~df o r n ~of
work, culture specialists and the nllinlg classes etc. The instih~tionof social stratification
cane into being as a result of an evolutionary functional necessity at such a historical
moment.

1.3

ORGANIZING PRINCIPLES

There are three nlajor organizing principles of social stratification. These are. stahls,
wealth aid power. Sociological observations of many societies over a period ortime have
revealed some linkages anlollg these principles in any evolutionary process For exanlple,
even in societies which did not have the institution of social stratification. s ~ ~ casl ithe food
gathering and hunting communities, some individuals eli.joyed higher social status and
were treated as leaders. The n~agici;u~s
(Shamans), persons with exceptional skills in
limiting or in any other sphere of social economic and derense were accorded higher StahlS
in the comnlunity. Yet. it did not result into the anival of the instih~tionof social
stratification because such accrual of individual distinction contributed to social
differentiation which could be on the basis of merit, age, gender or ; u i ~other nlarker in
society. Social stratification collies into being in societies when social gradatioll or
ranking is done on the basis of an entire group of people such as the gradations based on
caste and class in our society.

1.3.1
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Status

The earliest principle of social stratification is that of stahls. Status in the language of
social stratification nleans ranking of groups in a society on the basis of their relative
position in terms of honour or respect. Honour is a qualitative attribute whicli menibers in a
status group enjoy by birth. Any suchattribute whicli is inherited by birth is ascribed and
cannot be acquired by effort. Therefore, status principle of social stratification is also
tenlled as the principle of ascription. In our country, caste is a very appropriate example of
status groups. The qualities which go to make a status groups are related more to valhes
and beliefs, to legends and myths perpetuated in societies over a period of time than to
principles which are acheivable by efforts, whether economic, political or culhlral.

1.3.2 Wealth

Social Stratification: Meaning and
4ppruaches

The second organizing principle of social stratification is wealth. Wealth is generated in
societies orlly when technologies advancement takes place and there is a change in the
mode of production. Examples are: change from hunting and food gathering economy to
settled agriciilture, change from agriculture based econoilly to one based predominantly
upon nnnufiacturing and industry. Such changes, not only-brought about the institution of
social stratification, but in course of time also altered the principles of organization of
social stratification.Economic advancement led to generation of more wealth in society,
more accumulation of markers of wealth be it in the fonn of food grains or cattle, or
metals and minerals (silver, gold precious stones etc.) or money. At this stage, the groups
which had greater control over the ecoi~omicresources and wealth or which possessed
illore wealth were ranked higher in society than groups which controlled less of it, or
groups which had little or negligible access to wealth (for example, landless workers or
industrial workers). The social stratification based on class is its prime exanlple.

!

1.3.3

Power

The third organizing principle of social stratification is power, Unlike status and wealth
which can be clearly linked with group characteristics of ranking hl societies, the principle
of power is arelatively diffused attribute because it is not exclusive in character. It is
always possible that a-group with higher status in society or that which enjoys greater
wealth. also exercises more power in society. Nevertheless, one could make a distinction
between say, principle of privileges where as the latter tends to be based on the group's
ability to use coercive nleans for other group's confornlity with actions, values and beliefs
detemuned by it. The concept of power as Max Weber has discussed in his treatment of
social stratification rests on the fact that it endows the persons or groups which have
power to impose their will on other groups by legitimate use of coercive method. In this
sense, state offers us a good example of an institution which has illaxinlum power. It has
sovereign authority to impose its will on citizens of the society. When legitimacy of
exercise of power, is widely accepted by groups, in other words, when it is iilstitutioilalized
in society. power becomes authority. Authority as a coilcept could be defined as legitimate
power. Power as aprinciple also enters into the notion of social stratification when its
fuilctioils or its social ramifications begin to be influenced by the political processes in
society. and when state begins to take illore active or direct role in iilflueilcing the
principles of social stratification. A relevant exanlple of this could be found in the policy
of positive discrinlinatioi~or reservation ofjobs, political offices and entry into educational
institutions in our country by the state in favour of castes and tribes now declared as
'scheduled' or as 'other backward classes'. Max Weber, in his treatment of power as an
elelllent in the formation of social stratification has rightly enlphasised the significance of
politics, political parties and their role in optinlizing their access to power.
Activity 1
Discuss 'status' 'wealth' and 'power' with other students in the study centre. In
which way are they related to one another? Put your findings down in your
notebook

1.4

CASTE AND CLASS IN INDIA

We have discussed so far the p ~ c i p l e of
s status, wealth and power as the main
detenuinalts of ranking of groups in relative order in societies which lay down the
foundation of social stratification. Caste and class are principles of social stratification
which illustrate respectively the role of status and wealth in the ranking of groups in
societies. Caste is a prime example of a status group. Class, on the other hand, is based on
e
groups are ranked on their access to wealth or their relative ability to .
the p ~ c i p l where
have a control upon the wealth resources in society. There is a greater degree of consensus
among sociologists about the processes by which status groups are fomled and constitute
the rank order in social stratification. But the same degree of coilsensus does not seem to
exist about the processes which contribute to the emergence of classes by their differential
7
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aicess to possession of wealth. The principle of wealth is no doubt, widely accepted as
leading to social stratification. For instance, class is seen as emerging out of the 'nurket
situation' by Max Weber, whereas Karl Mam connects it with the 'modes of production'
which determines both access to wealth or its control as well as ranking of groups in
society. No doubt, the central role of wealth in determining social stratification is implicit
in both fornlulations. Modes of production vary with the changing fonns of capital (wealth
invested for production of comnlodities) as discussed by Mam. So also. nwket situation is
determined by supply <anddenland of commodities, labour and employment conditions, all
of which function within the matrix of available capital or wealth resources in society,
Social stratification enters into this process when one section of people in society have or
control more wealth or capital than others. Or when market situation has also to deal with
sections of people whom Mars describes as 'proletariat' or working classes who have no
wealth and depend upon their physical labour power to survive. The debates anlong
sociologists on these issues are related closely to the various theories of social stratification
which will be discussed later.

1.5

CASTE AND SOCIAL STRATIFICATION

The traditional Indian society was organised priinarily on the basis of caste stratification.
This stratification was such where caste functioned as the central principle in all aspects of
social life, such as econonly, polity and culture To understand this, we ha\ e to make a
distinction between v m a and jati the fornler being a frame of reference or nlodel for
classification and the latter being the specific caste groups ranked in order of social status
The four varnas were the Brahnuns, (priests), the Kshatriyas (warriors). the Vaisyas
(traders) and the Shudras (working classes). Later. a fifth varna, or the P;u~chamaalso
came into existence. It comprised those who were thrown out of the castc systenl itself due
to the their having been judged by society as to have violated some of it basis nonns. The
Panchamas were also declared by the society as 'untouchable', the acutest fonn of social
discrimination inlposed on any group in a society. Some of the basic characteristics of the
caste system were: membership by birth. hereditary occupation, pollution and p~uity
ascribed to different castes in terms of varna hierarchy, endogamy. and nluhlal repulsion or
segregation.

1.5.1

Demography of Caste

The demography of caste orjati in India has remained extremely diversified over
millennia. Studies show that beyond a radius of 20 to 200 miles, a jati is not recognized as
social group; it is only recognizable with reference to the varna model Hence. the
significance of the vanla as a sociological frame of reference Also. Iatis have always
existed as regional or sub-regional groups numbering into thousands. The recent survey
by the Anthropological Survey of India reports the existence of 4635 communities or
caste-like groups in India; it also finds that almost all religious groups are divided into
various communities which have jati-traits. Jatis also bear local and regional cultrual
markers based on the ecology, local history or mythology. Traditionally, however, castes
both in villages and the urban centres were bound into systenuc relationship of
reciprocities or work and economic exchange or exchange of services etc In this sense.
caste system functioned on the basis of muhial cooperation and interdependence. It fornled
an organic system. Both in villages and cities, castes had their panchayat organisations
Even though these had nucleus in a particular village or urban centre, sucll panchayats or
guilds (in the cities) had a network of organization beyond a village or urban centre. If an
inter-caste conflict emerged for any reason whichviolated the caste llonns of reciprocity
and if dispute could not be settle in the council of the village or the city (colnprising elders
from various castes) the matter was taken up in the caste panchayats. It functioned both as
a body to protect rights and privileges of the caste as well as served as a mechanism for
resolution of conflicts.
8

Check Your Progress 1
1)

Social Stratifici~tion:nbening kind
Approaches

Write a note on caste and social stratification. Use about five lines for your answer.

................................................................
................................................................
................................................................
................................................................
.................................................................
................................................................
2)

Pick out the concepts that does not fit in the following list.
i)

Status

ii)

Wealth

iii)

Feudal

iv)

Power

v)

Urbanization

The stability of the caste as a sys!em of social stratification was based on the economy
which remained agrarian mercantile or a very long time. This was coupled with the stable
population which due to high rate of mortality continued to remain at the level of about
hundred millions for several centuries. This spell of stable population was only broken
after the industrial revolution which made more advanced life-saving medical aids
available to control the death rate rampant though epidemics qnd natural disasters of the
past. The British rule in India on the one hand, destroyed the traditional base of the
.econonly and its integrative relationship with the social structure, particularly the caste
system, and on the other, new technologies of medical care were avail:~blewhich brought
down the death rate. Thus, population of India began to go up as the Census records from
193 1 onwards reveal. The British colonial policy made India a dependent economy and
destroyed the foundation of its traditional manufacturing econonly and trade.
Massive de-urbanization and de-industrialization followed and pressure on land in
villages increased. The traditional balance of economy and social structure which existed
between the rural and u h a n centres and between agriculture and manufacture and trade
was vitally destabilized. At the same time, the British policy was also geared to continue
the use of caste and religion as a frame of reference in the implenlentation of social and
political policies: caste based Census operations conducted by the British made people for
the first time conscious of caste as a political phenonlenon tluoughout the country and it
led to the growth of public demand by various castes placed lower in caste ranking for
being placed into higher caste hierarchy. This triggered the process of not only
Sanskritization,that is adopting the style of life, food habits, dress and ways of worship
etc. of the upper castes by lower castes and then denlanding to the be recognized as a
higher caste status, but it also coiltributed to, as described by M.N. Srinivas, to the process
of Westernization (adopting the western style dress, way of living and modes of cultural
expressioil etc.)

1.5.2 Social Mobility
This phase of the process of change in the caste system of stratification set into motion the
process of new socialpobility, linked it directly with the state policies and introduced
elements of politicization in its social inovements from which the system has never turned
back. This process with some variation has continued to grow even after Independence.
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Independence which r'esulted from natiollal political movement against the British rule
was ideologically against any discrimination in India based on caste. religion or ethnic
differences; its normative foundation was located in secularism and citizenship rights
equally available to all. The Constitution of India which was adopted, therefore.
recognizes for state purposes only-the civic status of its citizens and soon after
Independence derecognized caste from village and city level civic institutions. The
Constitution, however, recognized caste status as a matter of welfare polcy for selected
castes and tdbes who it was felt were exploited over centuries and were unprepared to face
up with open competition from well to do sections of other castes. these castes and tribes
were listed in the Schedule of Constitution and they were provided resen ations, 7 5 per
cent for the scheduled tribes and 15.0 per cent for the scheduled castes for ctlQ into
governmentjobs, educational institutions and elected political offices.

Box 1.01
A provision for resenlations was made in the Constitution, and its Directive
Principles also laid down the desirability to offer the benefits of reservation to
the 'socially and educationally backward classes'. Two Commissions mere set up
to identify the categories of backward classes, Kaka Karleltar Commission in
1955 and Mimdill Commission in 1977. The K;lrlel<;lrCommissioncould not arrive
at ilny definitive recommendation,but the Mandal Commission recommended 27
per cent reseyation to the backward classes whom it identified through castes. A
list of sucb castes was also given by the Commission. It may, however, be noted
that several states of the Union already provided for I-eservationto the bitclwal-d
classe~muchbefore this policy was undertaken by the central government, and these states too identified baclwardness through caste groulls which were deprived
social and educational opportunities traditionally.

The policy of reservation for castes in enlployment education and political offices etc.
represents the dynamics of social change in India wluch itself is a product of political,
economic and social developn~ents.Demomatic employment, increased prodnctivity in
agriculture led by the peasant castes in various parts of the country (most of wllom
comprise backward class category in the centre and the states) and the rise in the
aspiration of sucli castes for social mobility in the fields of education and sen~iceshave
been the factors that have contributed to this policy. The policy of reservation for the
backward classes has gained molnentum in stages from the states to tl~ecentre as a result
of the backward class lnovements gaining impetus due to relative improvement in their
economic and political status during the half a century of the history of nations investment
in economic and social development as a denlocraticpolicy.

1.5.3 Principles of Hierarchy
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Caste is also considered to reflect the principle of hierarchy in social stratification.Louis
Dumont, a French social anthropologist has sought to position the Iitdian social stnlcture
in conwadistinction to that of the west in tern1 of the unique ulstitution oT caste which
both structurally and as a civilization reflects the principle of hierarchy (in contrast to the
principle of equality in the West). Hierarchy is defined by Dulnont as the feature of a
social system where normative principles govern or detenlline the instnunental or
utilitarian principles in the affairs of society. He calls it being encompassed and
encompassing, a process by which the values and beliefs traditionally prescribed
enconlpass the rational utilitarian p ~ c i p l e s In
. other words, in a hierarchi~llsystem it is
not tlie economic, political and other secular factors whicl,~define the st;uidards of
evaluation of the normative or value aspects of society, but is it the other way round. So,
according to Dumont, the notions of pollution-purity atld inequalities existent in the caste
system could not be understood whe~~.ljudged
from the westenl secular standards which
belong to an altogether different matrix of civilization. Dumollt's treatnlent of caste as
hierarchy has led to debate both in India and abroad and has been criticized for neglecting
the role of economic and political factors in the fornlation and perpetuation caste
stratification. Evidently, as caste in adapting successfully today to the denlands of political,
economic and social modernization and its nlobilization is increasingly brought into effect
for achievement of higher economic and political goals, it already seems to have lost most
of its traditional features located in the p@ncipleof hierarchy.

'

'

1.6

INDIAN SOCIAL STRUCTURE

Social stratification Meaning and
Approaches

There are extensive studies of the Indian social structure in terms of its class conlposition
and its processes. Economists, sociologists and social anthropologists have contributed to
such studies. Several studies also attempt to establish a very close relationship between
caste and class in India. Most such studies are based on empirical observations and have a
regional character, but are nevertheless, indicative of class structure in India as well as its
closer linkages with caste stratification.

1.6.1 Summation of Status
Traditionally, it has been observed that caste reflected a feature described as 'sunmlation of
status' principle. If the status of a caste was low in ritual (pollution-purity) hierarchy, it
was also lower in its access to economic, political and social statuses. In such a situation,

is an open group its menlbership is based on achievement criteria, which could be
economic, political or social in character. Caste also constitutes a c o n m i t y , its mobility
is group based and to this extend efforts to arise status by Sanskritization'in the past
involved 2111 entire caste group. Class, unlike caste does not have a conlmunitarian
attribute, ;llthough it may evolve group cohesiveness based on comnlon interest. Class in
this sense is an interest group where as caste constitutes a c o n m i t y . With new social
and economic developments and activating of the caste based social and political
movements (including the reservation policy) caste groups do have evolved as interest
groups, a ~ tod that extent some features of class have also been incorporated in the caste
organizations. This is particularly true for a large number of caste associations which have
been in existence in India since the time of the British rule and which have only
proliferated following Independence.
Activity 2
Discuss with other students the concept of 'Summation of Status'. Put down the
main findings in your notebooli.
The class structure in India differs as between rural and urban settleri)~~lls.
Studies of rural
society by sociologists and social anthropologists have identified the rural class structure
- as comprising the landlords, peasants and working classes. A small population of artisans
and functionary castes too have existed in villages as a separate economic interest group
with some features of class. Kathleen Gough and a few other sociologists who have
followed Marxist categories have described the class structure in village using
classificationssuch as: bourgeoisie class (big landlords), petite bourgeoisie class
(medium, and small landlords and traders and artisans) rural proletariat or working
classes (who do not possess land and subsist only as wage labourers).

1.6.2 Marxist Method and Concepts
The application of Marxist methods and concepts for the analysis of India's class structure
has been illore conlmon among the econonlists, which has been later applied by
sociologists. Since, Marxist method of social analysis locates class structure in the modes
of production, such as the primitive, the feudal and the capitalist, debate about the nature
of class structure in India has hinged mostly upon the debates about the modes of
production that prevails in the rural and the industrial economy. In the rural context,
much debate has followed as to whether its economy and social structure have feudal,
semi-feudal precapitalist or capitalist features. These distinctions are based upon whether
the analyst starts from the premise of feudal economy as the beginning point of analysis of
its capitalist features in the agrarian econonly. Broadly, the findings suggest that class
structure of villages which are still located in the agricultural econonly are fast moving
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Introducing Social Stratifleatian . towards capitalist orientation. This implies, money wages instead of wages in k w ,
agriculture for profit rather than for livelihood, greater role of banking credit and
coopmtives in investn~entfor production; a movement from production cash crops rather
than cereals with increased linkage with markets, etc.
Box 1.02
Changes in agriculture have brought into existence the clilss of capititlist farmers,
and where the winds of change have not reached fully the pre-citl)iti~listfeatures
of class are moving fast towards cc~pitalisticpotentictl. But the l o el of chitnges in
the rural economy in India are so uneven and diverse that in mimy stittes which
are backward, onecan still find feudalistic and semi-feudidistic (or pre-a~pitiklist)
fecktures in the agliculturd economy. Hence, the coml~ositionof the CliIss structure
of the Indian villages continues to remakin complex with multil)le t'eiktu1.e~.
In the urban centres, class structure comprises generally the industrialists. traders and
business classes, the professional or service classes, the semi-skilled workers and daily
wagers. Since Independence, the number of the professional classes has increased and the
service sector in the economy now occupies about 5 1 per cent of the share of the gross
domestic product. Agriculture now contributes to about 28 per cent of its share in the gross
domestic product. Evidently, the class composition of urban-industrial India is changing
fast due to new technological advancement and the liberalization of economy. This change
has increased the composition of the middle classes in both the rural kuld urban sectors of
our society. Green revolution in villages which was led by the peasant castes (the backbone
of the backward class movement) created a strong rural middle class; similarly the
expansion of the service sector in our economy have added urbiln middle class numbers in
our cities and towns as never before. It is estimated that middle classes t J e l l as a whole
number about 350 million now; this is likely to grow to 500 lulli ion or 50 per cent of our
total population in the next two to three decades if tlie economy contin~icsto grow

Caste rank is indicated in the attire o f an individual
Cos~eqv:'B.
Kirnamayi

1.6.3 Service Oriented Economy .

Social Stktificatiun: Meaning and
Approaches

The class structure of the Indian society is increasingly moving from its prin~acyof the
agrarian economy towards industrial and particularly service oriented economy. 'This may
have important sociological consequences in the existing nexus between caste and class
structure in the society. Due to increased momentum of the new economies whick also are
likely to trigger greater degree of urbanization and migration between regions and
communities in India the political mobilization based on caste is bound to give way to new
principles of structural location of political and social force. In such a situation, class and
ethnicity will gain prominence than a set of caste groups. Social anthropologists have
already noted the increased process of caste ethnicidon in our society.

Check Your Progress 2
1)

Write a note of about five lines on caste and c l p s in India

................................................................
................................................................
................................................................
................................................................
................................................................
................................................................
2)

1.7

Say True and False.
i)

Weber used the dialectical approach to strarification.

ii)

A low caste status means a low place in the caste hierarchy.

iii)

Class is an interest group while caste constitutes a community.

SOME CONCEPTUAL AND THEORETICAL
ISSUES

Issues related to concepts and theories of social striitification have essentially been
oriented towards the relationship between social stratification and social order. Max Weber
made a distinction among three orders of society: the social, the economic and the
political. The complexion of social stratification, according to him varied with the nature
of the 'order' of the society. The 'social order' has its primacy in the normative principle
of 'honour' and its institutional structures are influenced by it. It is Located in the 'status
groups'. The institution of feudalism, aristocracy, the fom~ationof different 'estates' in
traditional European society were its example; hereditary rights and patrimony and
~ ascribed privileges and authorities followed in this kind of social order. In
various f o m of
India, the caste social stratification reflects this principle. It is operative in the principle of
purity and pollution, hereditary occupation and caste privileges or sanctioned forms of
discrimination; it can also be found in the principle of endogamy. Castes also constitute
unlike class social communities. The 'econoMc order' is based on the normative principle
of rationality and market situation. It mdnifest in the form of interest groups. Class,
according to Max Weber is a product of market situation; it is competitive, it comprises
social categories which do not constitute cornmimities and one's social mobility in the
class situation depends upon achieved skills or merits governed by the laws of supply and
denmd. Its manifestation as a institution could be seen in the rise of capitalism, which
gives rise to the market situation. 'The third order of society is 'political'; it is based on the
pursuit of 'power' It makes institutional nlanifestation in the organised system of political
parties and various associations which are orientated to its acquisition . The political order
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of society and its instituhonal processes nave^atemiencp.tstxtend to the social iilstitutioils
of other orders. such as the social and political orders.

1.7.1

Weber's Approach

The conceptual and theoretical approach of Weber is primarily interpretive and systemic.
He considered that theoretical advancement in sociology could be achieved both for
understanding and explanation of social phenomena by uses of the 'ideal type' concepts
These concepts are not based on empirical induction from observed reality, but are
abstraction from the 'historical individual' or a configuration of historical events over a
period of time from which the sociologists constructs concepts by interpretive
understanding. Ideal type concepts are thus not red types although they are derived from
a certain understanding of reality. Even though ideal they are not nonnative (either
desirable or undesirable: good /bad ) but ideational qr mental constructions Weber
believed, that sociological theories do have explanatory sign3icance but still they did not
have law-like power of generalization. His theory of social stratification should, therefore,
be treated as such; it is based on comparative understanding of the typical ilu-lnifestations
of the principles of social stratification over a period of time. It makes significant
contribution to both understanding of social stratification as system, as well as its
processes of change.

1.7.2

The Dialectical Approach

The theory of 'dialectical and historical nlaterialism' enunciated by Karl Marx is another
very established theory of social stratification. Just as Weber uses the basic notion of
'order' to locate the type concepts for the understanding of social stratification, Marx uses
terms of 'mode of production' and 'relations of production' for classification of the
conceptual categories of social stratification. The important modes of production are:
primitive, feudal and capitalist, These distinctions are based on modes of uses of or nature
of labour power and means of technology for production of commodities The primitive
mode was characterized by communal or collective mode of labour with ekinemltary tools
as in the food gathering and hunting comtnunities. As we have discussed. the institutions
of social stratification could not have evolved at this stage. It institutional orgals begin to
develop with the rise of feudalism; accumulation of wealth and productive resources
developed by this time; it led to the stratification in society with feudal landlord or
aristocrat at the top, who exercised control over his estate (land and all other productive
resources), and those dependent upon it which was indeed very inclusive The peasants,
serfs and traders and artisans were other social strata who were part of the system but
entirely dependent upon the means of ~roductionand labour power which renlained under
the control of the landlord. Most these strata were in fact attached to the estate of the
feudal lord. Feudalism evolved its own typical political, economic, social and cultural
institutions but most of these were based on the principle of hereditary privileges and
patrimonial authority. The feudal lord had a control on the means of productions and this
-.
was based on
led to a form of relationship betweep him and other social~ssat~whicl~
status obligations and privileges.

Box 1.03
According to Marx, conflict and tension were endemic to the svstem, may he in
explicit or implicit form; often this contlictual relationship wils not overt due to
'false consciousness' which prevailed; for example, between the ~*eli~tionship
of
the lord and the peasant yhich instead of being perceived by pei~si~nt
ils being
exploitative, was seen as being patronage. One viewpoint also exists about the
modalities by which wealth determines ranking of groups as socii11strata.

1.7.3
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The Rise of Capitalism

The rise of capitalism ushered a new period in social evolution. The dialectical process of
historical change both through the innovation of new technologies and social institutions
made feudalism obsolescent and it was replaced by thk institution of capitalism. Class
structure emerges in full measure by this time by the industrial revolution. The growth in
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the factory modeof production of conunodities, nlassive ndgration of peasalts and worker
from the m a l areas to the urban centres and accunl~~lation
of capital by eipanded use of
the market made possible by the new teclu~ologyof transport and colo~iialexpalsion of the
European powers changed the systenl of social stratification. The main classes which
emerged in the new scheme of social stratification were; the capitalist entrepreneurs and
the workig classes. A new fonll of acute antagonistic relationship now emerges between
these two classes; this relates to demand of reasonable working hours, reasonable wages,
better conditions of enlployment and work etc. These forces of conflict, according to Marx
should have culnlinated into the replaccmcnt of capitalism by its obsolescence like in the
case of feudalism by a socialist system of society, it would be, according to Mars based on
collective mode of production without privatc ownership of capilal and pursuit of profit. In
many countries, socialist societies did come into existence by revolution of the peasants
;uld working classes; for exanlple, former USSR, China, Vietnam etc., but as envisaged by
Mama capitalism has not been rendered obsolete as yet. On the contrxy it has shown new
resilience where as rimy socialist econonlies have cithcr been weakened or have been
replaced by capitalist instihitions.
The essence of Marxist theory, however, does not depend upon the processes of the
formation of social strata or its stn~cturalco~llpositionas much as upon its basic premise
on the nature of social order.. Man treats social order as a product of historicaln~aterialisticconditions: tl~eseare defined by the modes of productio~land rclations of
production, and are continually undergoing change due to teclnological innovations and
attempts within the society to resolve v~arioussocial conflicts which we universal. Social
order is thus based on the relationship anlong various groups wl~ichare inherently
antagonistic, and cannot be resolved without basically altering the social order or system
itself. The process by which this takes place. and in which the exploited classes such as
the industrial workers and peasants are partners in class struggle against thc capitalist
classes in termed as revolution. The new social order, the socialist society which emerges
Uuough re\.olution does not have a place for strata based on inequalities which gcncrate
antagonism, but has social differentiatioil of work without class or social stratification.
Such strata are called 'nonantagonistic'.
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1.7.4

Darhendorf and Coser

In addition to the Marxist fornlulation, there are other theoretical perspectivcs in sociology
of social stratification which treat conflict as the universal feature in fornl of social
gradations in society. Ralph Daharendorf and Lewis Coser are for csaillple, a fcw among
many such western sociologists who accept the universality of conflict in all form of
stratification but locate these conflicts in the institutional ano~llalieswithin the systcm
ratlier than linking it with the theory of class struggle and revolution. Conflict according
to these sociologists arises out of antagonism of interests and exercise of power by onc
stratum over the other which seeks upward social n~obility.It represents, therefore,
internal dynanucs of the stratification system rather tliail a movemeut towards its total
replacement or change of social order itself by revolutionary n~eansas M a n envisaged.
Such theories of social stratification. which are known as conflict theories do not acccpt
the Marxist positioil of historical nlatefialisn~wliicl~postulates invariable stages of social
e~~olution
through series of revolutioilary moven~ents.The ilotioll of social order in the
conflict theory is closer to functional viewpoint rather than dialectical materialist
interpretation.

1.7.5 The Functional Theory
The functional theory of social stratification which is very widely followed in the studies
of social stratification, particularly anlong the American sociologists takes a view of social
order very different from Marxist position. Instead of treating social ordcr as behg
inherently endowed with self-annulling contradictions or conflicts based on the
inequalities of social strata,.the functional theory treats social order to be endowed with
inherent capacity of self-maintenance and self -regulation. It treats society and its
institutions, including social stratification to be constituted by inter-dependent sets of
social relationships with capacity to contain to and resolve conflicts which this theory does
not deny. This theory postulates NI malogy between social order and organism; both have

Social Stratification: Meaning and
Approaches

Introducing Social Stratification* internal mechanisms for self-regulation and self-corrections. Social slralificationfrom a
functional view point is a dynamic system characterized by social mobility and continual
restructuring of the rules of consensus building. It acknowledges the role of competition
and conflict but also postulates the existence of institutional lnechanisnl ~nuclias.
processes of socialization, education, empowerment by demomaticparticipation etc.
through whic11 aspirations for social mobility are or can be realised and contradiction
arising out of asymmetrical opportunities of various strata in society resolved with a
meaningful degree of social consensus.
The studies of social stratification by Indian sociologists Inve enlployed all the tllcoreticd
approaches we have described above. Most studies of class structure and peasantry in India
have employed Marxist theory of historical materialism and attempted to adapt it to the
Indian historical conditions. Weberian perspective on suatification theory l ~ a also
s
influenced many studies of rural and urban systenls of social swdtif~cation.Caste, class
and powcr have been used as conceptual typologies in many studies to measure the
changes in social stratification arising out of the forces of social mobility. particularly
education, policies of democratic participation, positive discrilninationfavouring SCs, STs
and OBCs, industrial and entrepreneurialdevelopments etc. of sociological interest in
particularly the observation that due to processes of social mobility and policy of
empowerment, the traditional congruence among factors such as econoillic status. ritual
status and power status of strata within the caste system has broken down In other words,
higher castes no longer enjoy high econonlic status orpower status only because they by
tradition have been accorded a higher ritual status in the caste system. Sociologists have
used in this context, class to define economic status, power to defile political status and
ritual to define caste status, and have concluded that due to social nlobility during to past
decades following Independence, social development policies have broken tlle sumnution
of status principle in the caste mode of social stratification.The einergence of class and
ethnic mobilization of caste and religion are new dynanlic processes which today
challenge the traditional fornls and institutions of social stratification.

1.8

LET US SUM UP

It is obvious from the above analysis that social stratification within tlle Illdian society hi
undergoing changes due to impact of technological innovations, modernization of
agriculture, industrial and entrepreneurial development, political enipowenneiit of tlle
weaker sections of society and revolution in nlass media. The policy of positive
discrinlination in favour of the SCs. STs and OBCs has also impacted siglificantly in
bringing about social mobility among these sections of society. Studies shon that the SCs
and STs for whom reservation was provided in the Constitution have benefited froin the
policy and a significant section of middle classes has by now emerged rro111alllong them
But the process of mobility which this policy has brought about still renlaii~shighly
constrained due to massive incidence of illiteracy, mahlutrition and licallh problem
among these people. Social mobility through positive discri~ninationis highl!i dependent
upon the level of education of the concerned groups. For this reason. the reservation policy
tends to only supplement but does not function as a decisive elenlent in tlle process of
social mobility. The need is for taking effective steps to augment Ll~eprocess of renioval of
illiteracy among these sections of society.
The OBCs are comparatively in a better position with regard to social mobility. Generally
being peasants and endowed with landed resources. which does not obtain in case of the
most of the SCs and STs, they have contributed to the grccn revolution ;utd benefitted from
it. They have now emerged in most parts of India as rural middle class and having gained
better status in the realm of economy (agriculture) and political power seek through
reservation now elevation of social status by entering into technological,professional and
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n~anagerialoffices and entry into central government civil services, from which they have
been relatively deprived. This seems to be provide the new nlomentum to the backward
class nlovement and ethnicization of castes in this category (as also anlong the SCs and
STs or Dalits) in India.
Yet mother process of change in the structure of society and system of social stratification
c;ul be observed through the indicators of growth in the professional entrepreneurial
classes in India and the rise in the services sectors in the economy. As we have already
discussed, ihe middle classes in India roughly amounts to onc third of the population,
being estimated at 350 millions. This is a very signific'ult number. and it is associated
with the growth in the industrial - urban and infonlration technology related sectors of our
'society. Thl: process of change in this area has just begun and thcpolicy of economic
liberalizaticln might add new momentum to this process. However, qualitatively, the class
structure both in the rural and urban India does continues to make adaptive and
integrative responses to the forces of change which it encounters on an increasing scale
fro111 exposilre to western cultural and social institutional values.
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Demograpl~y: Concerned with various facets of a population such as gendcr ratios,
distribution of a trait, gross numbers etc.
Dialectical:

Taking into account the two opposing or antagonistic views on a topic and
resolving them a t a higher lcvel of abstraction.

Hierarchy:

A rank order of castes or groups from top to bottom.

Caste:

An ascriptive grouping which is conln~unilybased

Class:

A achievenleilt oriented interest group.

Power:

The capacity of a group or persons to influence decisions in their own way
in the group or community.

Status:

Ranking of groups in a society on basis of their relati\ cposition in terms
of honour or respect.
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Traditional Indian society was organised mainly on the basis of caste. Caste .
functior~edas the central principle in all aspects of social life. such as economy polity
and culture. In this Scheme Varna is the frame of reference forclassific~tionwhile
jati is th~:specific casie groups ranked in order.
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